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Hello . Welcome to Author & Creator News.  

Beyond the Book - Chicago: A
Conference on the Business of Writing
and Publishing
For today's authors, writing books is just the beginning of
the job. To learn more about what you can do
immediately to create new opportunities for your works,
please mark Monday, May 10, 2004 on your calendar!

Beyond the Book - Philadelphia 
Engage the world with your ideas. But don't forget to write a business
plan, too! A panel of writers and publishers gathered at the new National
Constitution Center in Philadelphia to discuss success strategies for
authors in today's complex publishing world.

Premium Writing Begins with Premium Research:
Going Beyond Google
As an author, it is critical to have access to the highest quality
information. Increasingly, such material is available online, but often only
via premium databases. Learn how you can immediately upgrade your
research skills.

Author Profile: Who are Copyright Clearance Center Authors?
See results from our Summer 2003 telephone survey of authors in
Copyright Clearance Center's database.
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Copyright Clearance Center's Author & Creator Relations team is proud to
present Beyond the Book - Chicago, the latest in our ongoing conference
series on the business of writing and publishing, to be held on the campus of
DePaul University, Monday, May 10. 

For news and information about the business of writing, special reports, and
photos from our previous events, visit authors.copyright.com or e-mail us at
BeyondTheBook@copyright.com to be added to our mailing list.
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As a publisher, Paul Dry is naturally interested in business success. As a
lifelong book-lover, though, he recognizes that literary success should not
necessarily be measured by bestseller status.

"Success implies that every title published has to have a huge market and a
huge readership - and if it doesn't, then it's a failure," Dry observed to an
audience taking part in the latest Beyond the Book writers' conference, 
sponsored by Copyright Clearance Center.

"The wonderful thing about books, though, is that they can exist with small
markets," Dry observed. "You don't need to find a million readers for a book to
get published."

 
Creative Minds. Joining
Jody Kolodzey of the 
National Writers Union are
ASMP executives Victor 
Perlman (left) and Eugene 
Mopsik.

Photography: Derek Szabo

Readers Wanted
Taking a page - literally - from the latest title in the Paul Dry Books catalog, the
Philadelphia-based publisher read aloud from So Many Books: Reading and 
Publishing in an Age of Abundance by Gabriel Zaed, an engaging and witty 
polemic on the challenges facing authors, readers, and publishers at a moment
in history when very soon "there will be more people writing books than reading
them."
Authors today simply cannot write for themselves, if ever they could.
Publishers, likewise, must work to convince readers that a book is worth their
trouble.
"Nobody wants to send books into the world that aren't read," Dry said.

A Business Plan For Creators
"Beyond the Book - Philadelphia" was part of an ongoing series of
conferences and other programs for authors and creators that provide
information on the business issues facing their professions. With the
American Society of Media Photographers headquartered there, the 
Philadelphia audience boasted a number of photographers, as well as
freelance journalists, published book writers and academic authors.

"The information the panel is going to share with you today is about putting
together the real points of a real business plan," asserted Christopher 
Kenneally, Copyright Clearance Center's director of Author & Creator
Relations. Kenneally, a former broadcast journalist, hosted the program, which
was later shown nationally on "Book-TV" (C-SPAN2).

The auspicious setting in the auditorium of the new National Constitution
Center prompted Holly Hughes, editor-in-chief of Photo District News, to 
recall Article 1, section 8 of the United States Constitution, which established
the United States Copyright Office.

"I'm passionate about lots of things that the Framers of the Constitution
thought were worthwhile to write down in the Constitution, including what
copyright law protects."

Pet Projects
A book of collected photography serves well not only as a retrospective on a
career, but as a revenue-generating marketing tool. "Photographers often use
their books to send out to prospective clients, or to current clients as gifts,"
Hughes said.

For writers, the rough equivalent of a snapshot may well be an idea jotted
down on paper. With both photos and notes, the point is to create a reservoir
of saleable material.

"I have all these different folders with pet projects all over the house. You
never know when one of them is going to become timely, so you just keep
putting your notes into each folder. It's something that you believe in. Maybe
no editor does right now, but you have to follow your own instinct," noted
Kristal Brent Zook, author of Color By Fox: The Fox Network and the
Revolution in Black Television, and an instructor at Columbia University's
School of Journalism.

Zook considers herself a scholar and a journalist, and she has made it a
personal cause to convince academic colleagues that they should take their
work out of the classroom and onto the main streets.

"Basically it's training yourself to be engaged," she said, "and applying what
you find to your own research, which may be more specialized."

Truth & Consequences
For Jeffrey Seglin, author of The Right Thing and a New York Times
columnist who specializes in ethics, recent newsroom scandals highlight the
need for vigilance and care by writers and their editors. When it comes to
contracts, though, there are limits to what must be revealed.

"There's absolutely no obligation to tell everybody everything in explicit detail,
every time," Seglin said. "In negotiating a book or article contract, for example,
there are certain things that are acceptable to do, just as when you buy a car.
There's an understanding that there's going to be a give and take, back and
forth. That's not lying."

In publishing, as in businesses of any type, values and codes of ethics are only
as good as the people who practice them, Seglin stated. By way of illustration,
he read from a code of ethics created for a well-known business.

"The four values that this company held in high regard were respect, integrity,
communication and excellence," said Seglin before he revealed, "It's from
Enron." 
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Q&A: Take 5 With George Plosker

In a recent set of online seminars entitled, Premium Writing Begins with
Premium Research, information industry guru George Plosker joined
Christopher Kenneally, director of Author & Creator Relations for Copyright
Clearance Center. Increasingly, the highest quality information is available
online. Plosker set out to explain the critical differences between the "open
Web" and "premium content" databases, stressing that access to these
premium content tools is available to any public library card holder.

George Plosker is currently Principal of George Plosker & Associates and a
Senior Account Executive in the Database License Division of infoUSA, Inc.
Plosker is known for a persuasive vision of what is increasingly possible with
an amplified usage of library services, including detailed knowledge of the
added-value of libraries, and the differentiation of library reference and content
services vs. the open Web. Previously, he served as Vice President of
Content Support for the Gale Group.

  
1. Why conduct research using premium databases? Isn't Google good

enough?

 "I am urging authors not to eliminate 'open Web' tools like Google and
Yahoo, but to broaden their online research skills and to become more
aware of a wider range of tools widely available to them at little or no cost."

 
2. What is the critical difference with premium content databases?

 "They are arranged topically—in other words there might be a business
database, there might be a biology database, there might be a literature
database, and so on. As a result, effective database selection is critical.
Once you're in the correct pool of content, the results that you get back are
generally more relevant and richer."

 
3. What makes premium databases "authoritative"?

 "As many authors working with Copyright Clearance Center know,
especially those coming from academic disciplines, these databases are
cognizant of the body of scholarly knowledge; they are well organized; and
they are easy to access in terms of quickly and precisely finding the
material that will answer the question within that overall context of a
scholarly body of knowledge."

 
4. Is there any danger to staying with only "open Web" searches,

especially if time is short?

 "With the open Web, you have to consider a number of important ethical
questions. What is the authority of the information I am using? Is there an
identified author? Who is responsible for the content? Is contact information
provided? What about the legitimacy, or the objectivity, of the person or the
organization, such as their credentials? Online domains such '.gov' and
'.edu' usually can be relied on as more authoritative than '.com' because
they are not selling anything."

 
5. In premium databases, how do "vocabulary" and other specialized

searches behave?

 "In some databases you may have what's called 'vocabulary' searching,
which provides for a browse function to view the preferred terms, the
preferred subject or company name terms. You can drill down via the
vocabulary, and generally vocabulary searching will provide a more precise
result. Vocabulary is quite similar, in fact identical to the subject heading in a
card catalog, the old days, or today's online public access catalog.

"You will also discover that Boolean connectors—and, or, and not—as well
as proximity—this word within so many words of the next word—are all
enabled in these more powerful interfaces. You can also do what's called
field searching, where for example you can search the author field where the
material would be by that particular author, or you could use keywords to
find articles about that particular author. Other common fields might include
the journal name or the date.
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In a telephone survey conducted last summer, Copyright Clearance Center
staff interviewed 200 authors chosen randomly from our database. We are
grateful that so many busy professionals took the time to share with us
information about themselves and their work. What we learned is helping the
Author & Creator Relations team better understand your needs and interests.
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In February, Copyright Clearance Center invited authors to attend a free
conference call interview with one of the country's leading experts in
academic and textbook publishing, Kathleen Mickey, managing editor,
Education at Simba Information.

At Simba, Mickey is lead analyst in the K-12 and college education markets.
She writes the weekly and bi-weekly B2B business intelligence newsletters,
Educational Marketer and Electronic Education Report, as well as the
annual market forecast reports—Print Publishing for the School Market,
Electronic Media for the School Market and College Publishing Market
Forecast. Kathy Mickey joined Simba in 2000 after almost 20 years as a
reporter and editor at weekly and daily newspapers, where her focus was
education.

  

Q: What are the trends in textbook sales over the last two years?

A:
2002 was a stellar year. Sales for the industry that year increased about
13%, which came as somewhat of a surprise to most of the publishers. I
remember being told throughout 2002 that publishers were scrambling
because they had not printed enough books to get out to the schools to
meet the demand. 

What had happened was a surge in enrollment brought on by a downturn
in the economy. A lot of people were heading back to school to learn
new skills or upgrade their existing ones.

For 2003, however, sales growth was just a little more than 3%. That's a
sharp decrease from last year. Over the long haul, however, you've got
a rather stable industry that has annual growth of between 5%-7%.

Q:
"E-books"—books available in digital form only—were introduced
in the textbook and academic field at the beginning of the decade
to a great deal of fanfare. How well have they sold so far?

A:
At first, publishers offered thousands of titles as e-books, but
collectively, they have sold so far only a few hundred books—not
titles—books.

Reading a PDF at a terminal isn't like reading a book. It's not the most
pleasant thing to do. On the other hand, we all are willing to do stuff at
the computer. Being very active, having an interaction with what you see
on the screen is very popular and I think that's the balance that all
publishers are working toward achieving.

At the moment, a textbook with all the technology 'bells and whistles' has
about 80% of its material in print, with the other 20% in digital or some
other form of technology. Where this is going is content will shift so that
you have about 20% in print and about 80% delivered electronically in
some fashion. I would say the timeline for this shift may be farther off
than most publishers would hope for. It might happen within five years,
and certainly within the decade. It's coming.
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